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The world of 
business is 
changing… 

Technology is 
now not an 
enabler, but 

resides at the 
core of an 

enterprise … 
sometimes it is 
the enterprise

I will talk about some businesses which are currently operational. So, 
this is REAL. Not science fiction.



So, what are 
the disruptive 
technologies?



Blockchain is a secure, 
unchangeable, shared 

ledger or data store
Today, transactions are recorded in multiple 
ledgers. Each one captures at best a moment in 
time and reflects the information held by a single 
party: Bank X purchased or sold a mortgage, for 
example. They don’t record what happens next, 
what came before, or the role of others – partners, 
suppliers, consumers – in the transaction. 
Moreover, they’re prone to human error and 
vulnerable to tampering.

By contrast, distributed ledgers can be shared and 
updated in near real-time across a group of 
participants. Every transaction becomes part of the 
permanent record and can be scrutinized by those 
that have permission – and relevant information 
can be shared with others based on their roles and 
access privileges.



Smart contracts not only define the rules and penalties around an agreement in the same way 
that a traditional contract does, but also automatically enforce those obligations.

Ref: http://www.slaw.ca/2016/09/19/smart-contracts/



Internet of Things make everyday objects “smart”

The Internet of Things is made up of 
devices – from simple sensors to 
smartphones and wearables – connected 
together.

By combining these connected devices with 
automated systems, it is possible to gather 
information, analyse it and create an action 
to help with a particular task, or learn from 
a process.

http://www.supinfo.com/articles/single/4235-internet-of-things



How are 
businesses 
changing?



Room77 in Berlin… A place where the digital and the analog world met for a 
beer!

+VE For: Cyber currencies

-VE For: Sovereign govts, $



Online voting – unlikely that countries will adopt, but definite 
possibility for corporate decision making and resolutions

+VE For: Shareholders, 
Citizens

-VE For: DP (NSDL, CDSL)



Blockchains are beginning to be used for settlement in 
stock exchanges.

+VE For: Shareholders, 
Citizens

-VE For: DP (NSDL, CDSL)



Ranging from metered wifi access, sports equipment, tool libraries, or renting rooms, offices 
or vehicles. Smart lockers extend the possibility to rent or share just about any object.

A combination of blockchain & IoT as implemented 
by slock.it has the potential to tremendously 
increase the use of any resource with many 
potential downstream ramifications.

+VE For: AirBnB, Uber / Ola

-VE For: Hotels, 
Commercial Auto / 2 
wheelers 



Peer-to-peer energy can 
reduce the dependence on 
utility companies

+VE For:
• Solar panel
• Coolers, ACs, Household 

devices 

-VE For: 
• Power distribution 

companies (Tata Power, 
CESC, Rel Power)



Transparent and Optimized supply chain

https://www.provenance.org/
https://skuchain.com
https://hijro.com/

+VE For: Consumers, Banks,
Manufacturers

-VE For: Unclear

https://www.provenance.org/
https://skuchain.com/
https://hijro.com/


Provide pricing decisions to the participants instead of centralizing it and allows for 
community ownership of autonomous vehicles

+VE For: payment banks

-VE For: Auto 
manufacturers, Fuel 
marketing companies



Disintermediation and 
monetization of music and other 
creative arts

• http://peertracks.com/
• https://ujomusic.com/
• http://myceliaformusic.org/

+VE For: creative artists, 
media houses, content 
owners & producers. E.g. 
Balaji

-VE For: Content 
distributors. E.g. Saregama

http://peertracks.com/
https://ujomusic.com/
http://myceliaformusic.org/


Blockchain cloud storage solutions allow storage to be decentralized, and therefore less 
prone to cyber attacks that can cause systemic damage and widespread data loss.

https://sia.tech
http://filecoin.io
http://storj.io

+VE For: Users

-VE For: Storage providers, 
Seagate, Transcend, Sony, 
Amazon, Dropbox

https://sia.tech/
http://filecoin.io/
http://storj.io/


There is much more 
tech disruption 
happening in the world 
besides blockchain 



“Google for Jobs” can take major market away from LinkedIn, Naukri etc

https://blog.google/topics/machine-learning/making-ai-work-for-everyone/

+VE For: Google (Facebook?)

-VE For: Microsoft, Info Edge



Fully automated garment 
manufacturing will completely 
change supply chains

+VE For: Sewbo++

-VE For: Traditional 
Finished Garment Makers



Organ Transplant using 3D Bioprinting & Stem Cells can completely disrupt the traditional 
pharma industry

+VE For: Organova ++, 
Surgeons

-VE For: Traditional Pharma



Veggie meat!!! – A completely new paradigm in food

www.beyondmeat.com
www.impossiblefoods.com

+VE For: Vegetarians!!

-VE For: McDonalds, KFC

http://www.beyondmeat.com/
http://www.impossiblefoods.com/


Disruption is a process, not an event. There are 
always winners and losers. 

Be aware of it. Profit from it.


